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The homeowner was not willing to sacrifice
the architectural integrity of the house, and
instructed Westport architect, Peter Cadoux
to scale back the overall size of the home
in order to include beautifully detailed
overhangs, balconies and bay windows that
might have been lost to zoning regulations.
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“Veneered in materials that give it an aged
feel”, the design of the home is sensitive to
the historic neighborhood in which it lies.

here was a “spiritual connection”
of sorts between the old home and
its current owner. The house and
property had been in her family for
many years. So when the time came
to decide the property’s fate, the emotional bond that anchored a daughter’s
heart to her mother’s coastal cottage was
too strong to break. Instead, the property would be reinvented and a new home
designed to hold the next generation of
memories.
Designed as a Beach Style Bungalow
by renowned architect Peter Cadoux,
AIA, the home lies in the historic Compo
Beach area of Westport, Connecticut. As
Principal of the Westport based architectural firm that bears his name, Peter was
no stranger to the stringent codes that
govern the demolition, design and new
construction in historic sections of this
charming New England town. Ever mindful of these challenging guidelines, Peter
would design a new home that would respect the past, while incorporating building materials that would help preserve
it for years to come. Helping guide this
design process along, were clients who
shared Peter’s passion for detail and were
not willing to sacrifice the fine architectural elements that might have been lost
to zoning regulations governing lot coverage in this part of town. Instead, the
footprint of the home would be scaled
back in size and a second story added
which would allow inclusion of the fine
architectural details that define a home of
this style. This thoughtful approach to
design would eventually serve as a shining
example of responsible design in historic
neighborhoods to Westport’s Historic
District Commission. So impressed were
they that a design letter of recommendaEast Coast Home + Design
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Very little sheet rock is visible in the home as walls have
been finished with six inch wide ship lap boards.
tion was provided as a recommendation
for any remaining permits necessary for
the owners to begin their project. Working in conjunction with Ross Tiefenthaler,
of Norwalk based Tiefenthaler. The new
home was brought to life reflecting both
the character of the surrounding homes
and the flavor of this vibrant waterside
community. Tiefenthaler, who is known
for his high quality, high end residential
renovations and construction, perfectly
succeeded in executing Peter’s design, resulting in the fine home we see before us.
Cadoux describes the house as a “small
home that lives very large’, adding that the
house has “been veneered with materials
that give it an aged feel”. Tapered wood
40
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columns, a medium shake wood roof, red
cedar shakes with their rough-side out on
the façade and natural cut field stone, help
blur the lines between old and new giving
it a timeless and well worn feel. Though
his clients currently live on the west coast,
their intention is to someday make this
their permanent home. “Believing strongly that architecture relates to lifestyle”,
Peter’s design includes a more open, casual floor plan with architectural elements
defining each space. Perfect for a summer
getaway, the home’s open circulation plan
provides plenty of room to entertain and
allows rooms to blend seamlessly into one
another making them appear grander in
scale. For example, a half wall anchored

The open plan of the house allows rooms
to spill over naturally into one another
making them appear grander in scale.
OPPOSITE Nautical references prevail
throughout the house as seen here on the
living room cabinets and mantel. The sea
horse is a favorite of the homeowner and
can be found again along the staircase
and atop the weathervane.
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An informal dining area connects to the well appointed kitchen. The
generously scaled island defines the work and dining areas in the kitchen.
Just steps away, a beautiful stone fireplace anchors the cozy patio area.
East Coast Home + Design 43

A soothing neutral palette prevails
throughout the master bedroom
and spa-like master bath.
OPPOSITE Cathedral ceilings
were added wherever possible infusing each space with natural light.
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The Ming green and Calcutta marble floor
tile have the look of finely aged sea glass
which adds sparkle to this restful retreat.
East Coast Home + Design
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by classic columns separates the entrance
hall from the living room. While it defines
the space, it allows you to peer through
the adjoining rooms, making a connection
between each area of the home. Through
the French doors, the kitchen appears to
flow `naturally to an exquisite field stone
patio which offers additional outdoor living and entertaining space.
Subtle references to a community surrounded by the sea greet you as you enter
the home. Wide plank, white oak flooring runs through house. Reminiscent of
a highly polished ship’s deck, it sets the
stage for a soothing color palette that includes cool neutral walls and architectural
moldings painted in a traditional high
gloss white. Very little sheet rock is visible
in the home as walls have been finished
with six inch wide ship lap boards. Ceilings have been painted the pale blue of a
soft summer sky. Playful sea horses stand
watch from their staircase posts, gently
46
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guiding you up to the next level of the
home. A favorite of the homeowners, they
appear again on the fireplace surround in
a classic relief below the mahogany mantel
as well as on the whimsical weathervane
outside. Sea stars join in the fun as decorative elements dotting the lower living
room cabinets that flank the fireplace.
An informal dining area links the living room to the well appointed kitchen.
A generously scaled center island helps
distinguish the work area from the eating
area and has been finished with the same
granite used on the perimeter counter. It
offers ample surface area to prepare and
serve on, as well as a comfortable space for
casual dining or chatting with the cook.
The room has been outfitted with professional grade appliances, traditionally detailed custom cabinetry and custom millwork, both of which were locally crafted by
Tiefenthaler. Crisp white ceramic subway
tiles form the backsplash keeping things

light and bright. White beams cut gently
across the soft blue ceiling, marking the
subtle boundaries between each room.
When not flooded with natural light, the
kitchen is illuminated by a combination
of LED light sources. Pendant fixtures
provide lighting above the island while
recessed ceiling fixtures work in conjunction with spots below the cabinets to pro-

Much like the deck of a well built yacht, this
third floor aerie offers views of Long Island
Sound as you relax in front of a grand stone
fireplace.
OPPOSITE Warm wood tones replace the
lighter palette seen on the first two floors
of the home. Walls are finished in varnished
cedar throughout the third floor which includes bunk room sleeping quarters, a pass
through powder room, office area and working bar.
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vide task lighting in this well designed
lighting plan. LED lighting has been used
throughout the remainder of the home as
well. Cadoux has “raised the opportunity to use long lasting, low maintenance
building materials” throughout the construction of the home resulting in greater
energy efficiency as well as reduced heating, cooling and electrical costs.
The private quarters upstairs include
three bedrooms and a bunk room. While
Peter’s design currently includes a ground
floor family room and bath, it could easily
be converted into a fabulous ground level
master suite should the homeowners decide they want first floor accommodations
someday down the line. Cathedral ceiling
heights were included where ever possible,
adding volume and infusing the spaces
with natural light. In the master bath,
an over scaled chandelier appears to float
within one of these spaces adding drama
A study in geometry, a star pendant shines
bright within the cupola.

to the spa-like feel of the room. Marble
counters combine with glass tile walls to
give the space a polished look. Arranged
in mosaic fashion, the Ming green and
Calcutta marble floor tile have the look of
finely aged sea glass which adds sparkle to
this restful retreat.
Warm wood tones replace the lighter
palette seen on the floors below. With
walls finished in varnished cedar, the space
has been maximized to include bunk room
sleeping quarters, a pass through powder
room, office area and working bar. With
access to a roof top deck, this floor also
provides a second venue for entertaining
with friends or simply enjoying the setting summer sun.
The ties that bind us can come in many
forms; a memory, a scent or perhaps a cottage by the sea. Emotional threads weaving a net around our hearts, calling us
back to where we once had been. A long

established foundation laid for a new cottage, steeped in tradition, and bound by
familiar ties.
Katie Keating is an interior designer and
freelance writer and can be reached at
203.339.5820 or at katiekdesign@yahoo.com.
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